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Introduction
The Mutineer 15 is a relatively simple, easy, fun boat to sail. You can certainly enjoy it
for decades without fine tuning anything. But wouldn’t you tune-up your car if the
engine started running rough, or get it aligned if it pulled hard to the right? You’d
certainly get the wheels balanced if it vibrated badly at 60mph and take it to a mechanic
if the steering wheel didn’t respond! It’s the same thing with your boat. To enjoy your
boat more, for it to handle reliably, a few items should be adjusted. To be successful
racing the Mutineer, these adjustments are essential.

I really enjoy racing my Mutineer. Racing was my motivating factor to research and try
different settings, different sails, different deck layouts. In sailboat racing you don’t have
to be fast. Let’s face it, our kids ride their bikes twice as fast as we sail, and sometimes
we don’t race any faster than we walk. You just have to be faster than everyone else.
Even 1/10 of a mile per hour is a huge difference. All other things being equal, in a 60
minute race, a 1/10 mph advantage would equate to being ahead at the finish by over 525
feet, or 35 boat lengths! 1/10mph could be the difference of a properly tuned rudder or a
balanced rig, two of the things I’ll cover in this guide.

I’m not presenting this tuning guide as the final word. As soon as it’s printed I hope
someone comes up with a better mast rake or tension setting, and I hope that person is
me! I’m presenting these measurements of my boat as a summary at this point in time of
my experimentation, and what I’ve learned so far, mostly from the Buccaneer racers,
from Harry Sindle’s Rigging and Handling Guide for Buccaneers and Mutineers, and
from several other good books. I’m offering these tips as a current benchmark of what
has worked for me, and should help any Mutineer sailor make his or her boat faster, more
balanced, and handle more reliably. The measurements and suggestions in this guide
were taken from my 1983 Wellcraft, Ardith June, sail #515. This is the boat I used to
win the Mutineer National Championships in 2002, 2003, 2004 and 2005. There is a lot
more to winning races than just having a faster boat, but boat speed never hurts.
The rigging of the Mutineer is very simple. The lack of spreaders, backstays and other
means for bending or moving the mast means tuning the Mutineer is a relatively simple
process. In this guide we are going to suggest an optimal mast rake, rig tension,
centerboard fairing and trim, rudder tuning, proper boat trim, sail trim and jib lead
location. You are welcome to copy, criticize, improve-on or ignore my suggestions.
There are an infinite number of small details that can be given attention later, but these
are the primary elements in my mind.

Thanks!
Greg Twombly is a Buccaneer racer in Denver, Colorado. It was his work with David
Spira, two-time Buccaneer North American Champion, to produce the Buccaneer Tuning
Guide that inspired me to work on this guide. Greg is smarter and more technical than I
am. I may know that I like the way something feels on my boat, like the steering balance.
Greg knows WHY I like it and how to document it. All Mutineer sailors who get any
value out of this guide owe a great deal of appreciation to our Buccaneer “big brothers”
who have worked on these tuning issues for years, and Greg in particular for his work to
make them useful and available to us.
Gib Charles, Sept 27, 2003 (and September 2007)

Gib Charles and Dale Leidheiser crossing the finish line at the 2003 Mutineer North
American Championship regatta on the Ware River in Virginia.

A Few Words from Dick Gibbs
Dick Gibbs, who with Rod Macalpine-Downey designed the Mutineer and the
Buccaneer, and who continues to be the Guardian of the Design and Patron Saint of both
classes:
“Many top sailors are reluctant to improve their competitor’s performance by
sharing their go fast knowledge. Some “Experts” produce meaningful information
but in general terms. How fortunate the Mutineer Class is to have available this
Tuning Guide from those who have “been there and done that” in a Mutineer. This
excellent work should do much to level the playing field.”
Dick Gibbs, August, 2003

Tuning Procedure
In this section we are going to jump ahead and give the summary for the whole tuning
procedure, then describe why in detail in later sections. For those of you who like to read
the ending of a book first, consider this my gift to you. Actually, I think it makes it more
interesting and useful to know where we are going than it is to wade through a lot of
technical stuff wondering what the point is going to be.
Key Elements:
Mast Rake:
Rig Tension:
Centerboard Pivot:

0-2 (possibly 2-4) degrees aft
300 (to 350 )pounds
93.75 inches from the center bottom of the transom,
measured along the hull.
Centerboard Position: lowered as far as possible when sailing upwind (ideally, the
aft edge should be perpendicular to the waterline).
Rudder blade:
leading edge vertical with the waterline, possibly swept
back 2 inches in ultra-light air.

Primary Goal:
To have zero to very little weather helm when sailing the boat close-hauled,
flat, and level in 10mph winds. Simple.

Specifics
Center of Effort and Center of Lateral Resistance
(CE and CLR)
We want the steering on the boat to be as neutral as possible. When all is in balance, you
should be able to rest the tiller or tiller extension in the palm of your hand and the boat
will continue to go straight. This is often referred to as “steering with two fingers”
instead of with a death grip on the tiller. Weather helm is the tendency of the boat to turn
upwind, and lee helm is the tendency of the boat to turn away from the wind. Either
tendency is primarily caused by a torque between the CLR (the centerboard and rudder)
and the CE (the sails). If the CE and the CLR line up with each other vertically, there is
no torque, and all of the effort on the boat is trying to move it in a straight line forward.
The relationship between the CE and the CLR can be changed by moving the centerboard
or moving the mast. The centerboard hanger isn’t easy to move on the Mutineer, and the
original drawings show it in a specific place, 93.75 inches from the center bottom of the
transom, so I recommend leaving it where it was designed to be. The centerboard should
always be lowered as far as possible when sailing upwind to provide maximum drive
forward and minimum sideslip, and to keep the CLR where it was designed. (The
exception to this is when the wind is over-powering and you choose to accept some
sideslip in exchange for less heeling, or when you furl the jib to sail on main alone, which
moves the CE aft. Raising the centerboard halfway will move the CLR aft also, which
helps balance the helm in this temporary condition.) The mast step on the Mutineer
doesn’t move, so the last option to tune the CE to the CLR is to rake the mast. Raking the
mast forward moves the CE forward, raking the mast aft shifts the CE aft. The diagram
below shows the CE for the main, and the CE for the jib, and more importantly, the
combined CE. It clearly shows that the combined CE was designed to be in line with the
CLR.

Mast Rake and Rig Tension
Mast rake is important because increasing rake decreases aerodynamic drag and orients
sail forces in more useful, more horizontal, directions. More importantly to me, adjusting
mast rake is the most straightforward way to change the CE of the entire sail plan.
To be honest, the mast rake on my boat for both the 2002 and the 2003 Nationals was
zero. My mast was straight up and down relative to the waterline. Since the 2003
MNAC I’ve been sailing with 2 degrees of aft rake, and am currently using 4 degrees of
rake. I think the exact sweet spot is going to be a little different for each person,
depending on your sails, your sail trim (ineffective use of your jib moves the combined
CE aft), and personal preference for the feel of the boat. I suggest you set your boat up
with a vertical mast, get some experience with it, then rake it back no more than 1 hole at
a time on your shroud adjusters and document the difference.
To know what your mast rake is, first you have to have your boat on a trailer and level
relative to the waterline. The quickest and easiest way to level your boat to the waterline
is to put a 2 to 4 foot carpenter’s level (preferably a digital one) on the centerline of the
foredeck. According to the original drawings the center of the foredeck is parallel to the
waterline. In my experiments, I found it was extremely close. There is never a guarantee
that every boat was built with the foredeck parallel to the waterline, or that your deck
doesn’t have chronic Mutineer foredeck sag, but this should be accurate enough for most
of us, and the important thing in your experimentation is consistency. Two other surfaces
that are commonly used for a quick reference to level are the seats and the top of the
centerboard trunk, but according to the original drawings, these were NOT intended to be
parallel to the waterline.

Carpenter’s level on the centerline of the foredeck, near the mast step.

Some Mutineers have a waterline mark molded into the gelcoat. If so, you can use it to
your advantage to make sure your boat is perfectly level by using a homemade water
level. One way to do this is to take about 20 feet of clear plastic tubing, about .5 inch
outside diameter, and almost fill it with colored water. First, level your boat by eye with
the trailer tongue jack. Tape one end of the plastic tubing to your transom so that the
water level in the pipe is even with the lower center point of your transom, the aft end of
the waterline on the Mutineer (note the waterline drawn on the diagram above, taken
from the original design drawings of the Mutineer). Next tape the other end of the pipe
to the bow of your boat, and put the water level even with the waterline mark on your
cutwater. If the level of the colored water is at the waterline mark on your hull on the
first try, you have an incredibly accurate eye for level and should never waste your
money on an expensive carpenter’s level, should become a professional golfer (or at least
a caddy to a pro golfer and consult on their putts), or offer to hang artwork in a big city
museum. For the rest of us who are mere mortals, it’s time to adjust the angle of the boat
using the trailer jack. Remember every time you raise or lower the jack, you are also
changing the location of the water level in the back at the back of the boat as well as the
front, so you’ll have to re-tape the tubing on the transom.

However you choose to determine that your boat is sitting level on the trailer, once you
are satisfied, do one thing. Get a pair of small bubble levels with adhesive backs that are
sold to put on campers (ACE hardware usually carries them). Put one on each seat back
or one on each side of the centerboard trunk so you can see them easily when sailing. It
will give you a quick reference when you are sailing to know whether you are sailing the
boat level or not.

Before you can check your current mast rake, or accurately adjust your mast rake, you’ll
have to establish a specific tension for your shrouds, and make sure they are set at the
same tension each time you measure your rake. I’ve found that changing the tension of
the shrouds from 300 pounds to 350 pounds pulls the mast forward enough to change the
mast rake by half of a degree.

Changing the tension from 200 to 250 probably has an even larger effect. Pick one
tension and live with it for your testing. I propose 300 pounds. In reality, I have used a
setting as low as 200 pounds in light wind, and as high as 400 pounds in 25mph winds. If
I were to pick one tension and live with it, I think I would stick with 300 pounds. All of
my rake measurements and experiments were done with a shroud tension of 300 pounds.
I measure my shroud tension with a Loos tension gauge. Without one, I don’t know how
I’d recommend getting the same tension. Maybe if you were talented enough to set your
boat level by eye, you might also have perfect musical pitch, and you could “pluck” a
shroud like a piano wire and memorize the pitch to duplicate it later. Otherwise, beg,
borrow, or buy a tension gauge. If you don’t have one and don’t know of one to borrow,
consider getting your sailing club to buy one for everyone’s use. Mine is always in my
truck and available to borrow if we happen to be at the same event.

“24” on the Loos tension gauge, translates to 300 pounds with 1/8th inch shrouds.

In general, I’ve noticed that most Mutineer sailors set their rig tension too soft. One test
is to check the leeward shroud when sailing close hauled. It should not go slack until the
wind is over 10mph. Another reference if you have a Hyfield lever to tension your rig,
is that the most tension you can probably get by yourself without hurting your hand is
250 pounds. To get more tension than that, have a helper stand in front of the boat
(which is secured on the trailer) and have them pull the mast forward with the main
halyard while you tighten the Hyfield lever. You can get 300 pounds fairly easily this
way.
Before you check or change your mast rake, check to see that your mast is straight sideto-side. It’s not uncommon for the shroud tangs on the gunwales to be slightly different
lengths. My mast wasn’t centered. The top of my mast was leaning 2 inches to port.
Luckily, moving the starboard shroud one pin lower on the adjustment plate centered it
exactly. You can check this easily by cleating the forward tail of your main halyard then
take the aft tail (the one you would attach to your mainsail) and pull it snug to the outer
edge of one gunwale at the shroud. Mark this spot with a marker or with tape, then do
the same thing on the other side of the boat. Hopefully the same mark will line up with
the edge of the gunwale on both sides of the boat.
Now it’s time to find out what your rake is. The simplest method I’ve found is to hang a
heavy straight object like a carpenter’s plumb bob or a large wrench from the main
halyard so that it dangles just behind the mast and lower than the foredeck. Then
measure the distance from the back of the mast to the front edge of the halyard,
subtracting the amount your masthead sheave sticks out aft of the mast (usually about a
.25 inch). Unless you know you have a handling problem with your boat (excessive lee
or weather helm), or unless you have found out that your mast is currently raked forward
instead of being vertical or raked aft, I’d recommend just documenting what your rake is,
and test it before changing anything else. Chances are you just made a couple of changes
already, possibly tightening your rig and getting your mast centered. Write down what
hole in the adjusters your shrouds are in, what your tension is, what your mast rake is,
and go for a sail.

Practically zero mast rake (.25 degrees, ~1.15 inches).

2 degrees of mast rake (~9 1/8 inches).

Greg Twombly did the math so we could convert the distance measured from the back of
the mast to the halyard with the plumb bob on it from inches of rake to the degrees the
mast is leaning away from vertical. With a typical Mutineer mast length of 21’ 9.25”
from the deck at the mast step to the center of the masthead sheave, rounded to be
practical, every 1 1/8” measured between mast and plumb line equals .25 of a degree: 1
degree of rake equals 4.5 inches. I’m currently sailing with 2 degrees of rake aft, or 9
inches of rake. Most classes of one design boats give their mast rake measurements as a
distance measured from the masthead sheave to the transom, but with the manufacturing
differences of the deck to hull joint, Greg and I determined this was not the most practical
way for Mutineer and Buccaneer sailors to compare and discuss mast rake. FYI: the top
Buccaneer racers have determined the best rake setting for the Bucc to be 4.5 degrees aft.
As similar as the two boats are, it might be that someone will prove my 2 degree
suggestion to be too conservative, but I stand by it for now, and will explain why a little
later on.
Mutineer Plumb Bob Mast Rake
Measurement Conversion
Mast Length

Rake (degrees)
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
3.25
3.50
3.75
4.00
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00

262

Offset (Inches)
0.00
1.14
2.29
3.43
4.57
5.72
6.86
8.00
9.14
10.29
11.43
12.57
13.71
14.85
15.99
17.14
18.28
19.42
20.56
21.70
22.83

inches
(21’ 8”
plus
masthead
cap)

21'10"

OK, you have your mast centered, tension at 300 pounds, and 0 rake. Now it’s time to
test your setting. To be as objective as possible, it will be important to keep everything
the same except the mast rake each time you test a new setting. I suggest we’re looking
for almost neutral helm with the boat flat and on its lines in a steady 10mph breeze. This
is where it gets subjective. Maybe you like to sail with 10 degrees of heel, or you like to
sit in the back of the boat so it doesn’t ride right on its designed waterline. Maybe you
like the feel of the tiller with more weather helm than I do. These will all influence your
decision on the ideal mast rake for you. I’ll outline how I’ve learned to sail my boat its
fastest, and you can adjust for your personal preference.
First, make sure the centerboard is all the way down. Ideally the trailing edge should be
vertical. Next, make sure the rudder blade is set so that the leading edge is vertical. On
some models it is easy to lower the rudder past vertical so that it is rotated forward of
vertical and tucked under the boat. This will give you the feeling of lee helm all by itself
and drive you crazy, yet alone ruin your mast rake test Whatever angle you prefer to
have your rudder set at, make sure you keep it the same for all of your tests. Now
balance the boat so that it is sailing on its intended waterline. This is where the little
adhesive-backed level bubbles you put on the seat back or the centerboard trunk come in
very handy. It is very hard to get your weight too far forward in a Mutineer. Chances are
you and your crew will keep inching forward and find yourself needing to sit further
forward than you typically do. All that is left now is good basic sail trim so that the
combined CE is where it is intended to be, and keeping the boat as flat as possible.
When a boat heels, it loads up the leeward side of the hull and tends to “carve” a turn into
the wind: weather helm. Rod Macalpine-Downie and Dick Gibbs were very careful to
design the Buccaneer so that it wasn’t adversely affected by a heel of up to 15 to 25
degrees. Because the Mutineer has the same 6 foot beam as the Bucc, but the waterline
reaches that beam sooner than the Bucc does being 3 feet shorter overall, it’s more
important to sail the Mutineer flat than it is for the Bucc. In other words, with 25 degrees
of heel, the Bucc may have a moderate weather helm, where on the Mutineer it could be
pretty severe. This is one reason why I prefer to sail my boat as flat as possible 90% of
the time, and also why I don’t think 4.5 degrees of mast rake will be a good idea on a
Mutineer.
So, sailing perfectly flat in that ideal 10mph steady breeze, how does the tiller feel in
your hand? Is it dead still, the boat going straight without having to steer it at all with the
tiller? Greg Fisher (of North Sails and National Champion in several one design dinghy
classes) thinks this is ideal. Others disagree, including Dick Gibbs, the designer of the
Mutineer, who think we need a little weather helm to be able to “feel the boat” as well as
to gain maximum lift from the rudder and centerboard. I’m going to leave that debate to
you. One thing has been scientifically proven. If you are holding your tiller at more than
4 degrees past the centerline of the boat, then the rudder is slowing you down. In light
winds, a weather helm of up to 4 degrees has been shown to be advantageous.

Greg Twombly has suggested putting marks on the transom deck of the Bucc indicating 4
degrees past centerline so that there is a quick visual reference of the tiller location. The
transom on a Mutineer is so short (7”) that to put any marks on it to indicate 4 degrees
would probably be useless. They would allow you a range of movement of about 1 inch
side to side, half of an inch either side of the centerline. Instead, I drew a line with a
magic marker right in the middle of my transom and carried it down the inside wall so I
could see it easily. Occasionally I’ll glance at it to assure myself that my tiller is in the
middle, but I think the more important test is the feel. If the boat is perfectly flat, with no
heel, I can rest the tiller extension in my hand and the boat will go straight. If I let it heel
just 5 or 10 degrees, it steers itself into the wind slowly. If I hike hard and heel it to
weather, it will steer back down. This is the boat sailing as it was designed.

Bob DeRoeck and Will showing good boat trim at the 2003 MNAC.

Hull, Centerboard and Rudder

Hull (by Greg Twombly)
“Tuning the hull primarily means making it as smooth and clean as possible. Water
should flow over it as smoothly as possible. It is clear from many technical studies that
an adhered boundary layer of water (a “water wet” surface) has lower drag. There is
some technical disagreement over what sandpaper grit to use in final wet sanding to get
the best surface. I have heard numbers from 320 grit to 1200 grit, but the consensus
seems to be 400 or 600 grit. Finer than 600 grit results in a polished surface that water
does not completely adhere to. There are also many wax products that produce a high
gloss buffed surface that many dinghy sailors swear is the fastest, however testing has
shown that an adhered boundary layer flow has a lower drag than a waxed hull. My
opinion is that paying any attention to the hull will make the boat much faster than not,
and that difference is greater than the difference between boundary layer flow and waxed
hull. So wet sand or wax, either way your boat will be faster than doing nothing.
A discussion of the details of fairing and bottom coatings is too complex and beyond the
scope of this tuning guide.”

Centerboard
Tuning the centerboard means making the board as fair and smooth as possible, making
the board fit snug in its slot yet operate smoothly, and putting together a workable system
for adjusting the board while sailing. The general comments on hull finishing apply at
least as much to the centerboard and rudder; however there are additional concerns to
keep in mind while fairing the foils. Foil shape and trailing edge thickness are as
important as a smooth surface. The foil shape is determined by the design the builder is
required to follow. However, there is a lot that can typically be done to improve the
smooth shape of the leading and trailing edge. The trailing edge and blade tips deserve
special attention. Harry Sindle recommends keeping the trailing edge squared off and
about 1/16” thick as a compromise between a fast shape and a durable edge. Having to
pay regular attention to the condition of my foils is a part of regular racing maintenance,
and the occasional dinged edge is a small price to pay for optimal speed. There is often a
rough seam in the middle of the leading edge from the manufacturing process. This
should be carefully sanded so the leading edge is smooth, and consistently curved like the
leading edge of a bullet.

Control lines to set and retract the centerboard can be rigged in many different ways
using line, Bungee cord, continuous loops, separate lines for setting and retracting, and
many different variations of cleats. The details aren’t important as long your system
allows you or your crew to easily adjust the board while under way. Harry Sindle’s book
Rigging and Handling Guide for Buccaneers and Mutineers (available through Cardinal
Yachts, 804-693-5928) explains the use and settings of the centerboard. In most
Mutineers the board is a sloppy fit in the centerboard trunk. One effective way to take up
the slack is to apply strips of Teflon tape or Japanese Glide tape with an adhesive back to
the trunk so that the board doesn’t wobble, but it slides smoothly when lowered or
retracted. Teflon and Japanese Glide tape are sold through Layline and other sailing
supply houses.
Rudder
The rudder on a Mutineer often requires some significant work to make it optimal.
Tuning the rudder means making sure the rudder is in the center of the transom, making
the blade as fair and smooth as possible, putting together a workable system for holding
the blade in position while sailing, making the blade fit snugly in the rudder head and yet
operate smoothly.
It’s easy to find the centerline of your transom, and don’t be surprised if your pintles or
gudgeons weren’t mounted on the centerline. My top pintle was off by .25”, and my
bottom pintle was off by .75”, which means my rudder was crooked AND off-center.

To find the center of the top of your transom, run a tape measure from one top corner to
the other on the transom (not the hull/deck joint). The centerline point is half of this
distance.

To find the bottom center point of your transom, run 2 tape measures (or a length of
string) from each upper corner of the transom, and find the only spot where they intersect
at the same distance. On my boat it was 28.5 inches. Draw a line between the top point
and the bottom point and you have the centerline.
I mounted new pintles recently, which required drilling 10 more holes in my transom. To
stiffen the transom and hide the mess from the previous two mountings, I filled the old
holes with epoxy, then mounted a 1/8th inch thick aluminum plate with 3M 5200 and 4
small screw in the corners.
Practically every stock Mutineer rudder I’ve seen (except those made by Nickels Boat
Works) has a rough edge in the middle of the leading and trailing edge. This is the seam
from the two halves being put together during its’ manufacture. This has to be sanded if
you hope to have a reasonably fair rudder. Like the centerboard, the trailing edge is
critical, and the choice has to be made between durability and performance. If your
rudder vibrates when you reach a certain speed, it’s almost certainly from a rough or
thick trailing edge. Again, Harry goes into this with some detail in his book. Once the
blade is faired, then it is certainly worth wet sanding to 600 grit.

Two particular problems that are encountered regularly are the failure of the ¼” bolt the
blade rotates on, and the bending of the rudder head cheek plates. Many active Bucc
racers have replaced their rudder blade pivot bolt with either a 5/16” or 3/8” bolt with a
Teflon sleeve for the bolt to rotate on, and stainless steel fender washers supporting the
cheeks. I use a 5/16’ bolt. I’ve even broken one 5/16’ bolt, but it was from grounding,
and I would rather break the pivot bolt than do major damage to my blade. Where the
cheeks have been bent over time and can’t be bent back to create a smooth, even support
of the blade head, the adhesive backed Teflon or Japanese Glide tape can be used as a
shim on the inside of the cheeks as on the centerboard. The rudder assembly is the
steering wheel. While you won’t be driving your Mutineer 75mph down the interstate,
having it operate smoothly and snugly will give you a much better feel for the boat, and
is well worth the time spent to optimize it. This includes a tiller extension that is long
enough to let you sit as far forward as necessary to balance the boat, and fits the tiller
well enough that you can feel every motion of the rudder through the tiller, and vice
versa.

Sail Tuning
Sail tuning by itself is the subject of many lengthy books by many talented sailors. I
have reproduced here the North Sails Tuning Guide to cover the basics of Mutineer sail
trim:

Onshore Adjustments
Mast Rake: It is best to set up the mast rake on your Mutineer so that with the correct
amount of rig tension the mast will be nearly vertical or raked slightly aft (up to 2
degrees). As a final check , the boom should be drooped slightly below parallel to the
horizon at the outboard end when trimmed in and sailing upwind in a 10 -15 mph breeze.
In winds below that (8-10 mph) the boom should just be level with the horizon. Most
importantly, when sailing upwind in 10 mph winds with the boat level, there should be
none to very little weather helm.
Rig Tension: We have found that the Mutineer performs better with the rig set up very
tight. Set the jib stay tension so that the leeward shroud does not go slack when sailing
upwind until it is blowing 10-12 mph. This rig tension can be tuned in with the jib stay
through the use of a magic box or a Hyfield lever.
To set up this amount of rig tension without a magic box or lever, ease off your spinnaker
or mainsail halyard enough so that another person can stand at least 10’ in front of the
boat and hold onto the halyard. Then, re-cleat the halyard and have them pull on it hard
enough so that the correct amount of rig tension can be set.

Jib Lead Position: The recommended jib lead angle is 10 degrees off the centerline of the
boat, starting at the tack of the sail. Unfortunately there are several different jib lead
positions on the different model Mutineer boats that have been built, at least 3 by my
count, and none of them are angled on the seats as shown. The photo shows where I
located 10 degrees off the centerline in my boat for my jib track. While the picture
doesn’t show it clearly, my tracks are in-line with the furling drum (or jib tack) at a 10
degree angle off of the centerline. To have your tracks outside of 10 degrees, like on the
gunwale as most Mutineers do, won’t allow your boat to point as high as is possible. To
have the leads on the inner edge of the seat closer than 10 degrees risks choking the slot
between the leech of the jib and the luff of the main. Also, having the track at an angle
on the seat instead of parallel to the seat lets you maintain the 10 degree angle whether
your jib leads are at the front, middle or the aft end of the track.

Regarding the fore and aft placement, set your jib leads so that the jib luff breaks evenly
from top to bottom in light to medium winds. I like to use a set of telltales on the luff of
the jib about 1/3 of the way down from the top and another set about 1/3 of the way from
the bottom. The jib leads are in the right place in winds up to 10 mph when the top set
and the bottom set of telltales break at the same time as you over-trim or under-trim. In
winds above 12-15 mph it is best to move the leads back 2". In winds above 20-25 mph it
is best to move the lead back another 2". Another test for the correct location for the fore
and aft location of the leads is to check that the shape of the jib leech matches the shape
of the main luff, giving a clean, even slot between jib and main.

Another option to achieve the 10 degree jib lead location is through the use of barber
haulers. Here is a photo of the barber hauler set-up on Jim Faller’s Chrysler Mutineer:

Sailing Adjustments
Main and Jib Luff Tension: For both the main and the jib, never pull the
cunningham or downhaul tighter than to just remove the wrinkles. It is best to leave
just a hint of horizontal wrinkles from the luff of your main and jib to be sure that
you don’t have it pulled too tight.
Your North Mutineer jib is fitted with a small plastic clam cleat so you can easily adjust
the cloth tension on your luff wire. As on the main, it is a good idea to set the cloth
tension so there is just a hint of wrinkles coming off the luff of the jib. It is better to err
toward the loose side than the tight side of luff tension on your North Mutineer sails. (On
the earlier tube-luff jib set-up, the luff tension is set by hand before the bottom hose
clamp is tightened to hold the jib in place on the PVC luff tube.)
Outhaul: Your North Mutineer main is fitted with a shelf foot which, when eased,
will give the main incredible power. We suggest pulling the outhaul tight enough to
close the shelf (so that the top seam is parallel with the boom) when sailing upwind
in all conditions except very light winds with extreme chop. In these conditions it is
advantageous to ease the outhaul 1-2" to open the shelf up approximately 2-3" at
the center of the boom. When sailing downwind or on a reach it is a good idea to
ease the outhaul off so that the shelf is completely open and the sail is very deep
down low. However, never are vertical wrinkles in the foot advantageous. Never
ease the outhaul off to this point.
Jib Sheet Trim: There is no easy guide for jib sheet trim on the Mutineer. Basically,
we are looking for a parallel slot between the exit of the jib and the entry of the
main. The guide that has been used with success is that of imagining a batten in the
jib at mid-leech. This "batten" is usually set parallel to the centerline of the boat
which makes the upper leech of the jib twist outboard slightly and the lower leech of
the jib twist inboard slightly. It seems that 90% of the boat speed problems on the
Mutineer are due to faulty jib sheet trim.
Mainsheet Trim: The mainsheet should be pulled tight enough so that the last 18"
of the upper compression batten on the main is set parallel with the boom. This is
sighted from underneath the boom and lining the batten and the boom parallel on a
vertical plane. In light winds it is sometimes impossible to keep the upper batten

from hooking slightly to weather because of the weight of the boom hanging on the
leech of the sail. In these conditions and in choppy water we suggest easing the sheet
out approximately 6" so that the upper batten will then become more or less aligned
with the centerline of the boat. In choppy conditions ease the mainsheet
approximately 6" to open the upper batten slightly to or past parallel to the boom.
This is a "power" gear which will allow the mast to straighten slightly and the main
become fuller. Picture the mainsheet as your accelerator. As your boat picks up
speed, pull the main tighter and tighter until the upper batten is parallel to the
boom. In light winds or when the boat is hit with a wave and is slow downwind, ease
the mainsheet so that the upper batten is angled outboard slightly inducing "twist"
into the sail.
Upper Compression Batten: Your North Mutineer main is fitted with a full-length
upper batten that fits into plastic protectors along the luff of the sail. The Velcro
adjustment allows you to change the tension on this batten as the conditions change.
However, 90% of the time we set the upper batten in the pocket just tight enough to
barely remove the vertical wrinkles along the pocket. To over-compress the batten
will induce more fullness into the sail than it is designed for and will tend to hook
the leech to windward in all but the heaviest conditions. It is best to slide the batten
into the pocket, putting very little tension on the batten and pocket before setting it
in the Velcro.
Boomvang: Downwind the vang should be trimmed tight enough to keep the boom
down and the leech set on the mainsail so that the upper batten is parallel to the
boom. Basically we are looking for the main to set as it does when sailing upwind in
a medium breeze. Upwind in medium to heavy winds the vang is set just tight
enough to keep the tail end of the upper batten parallel to the boom. In heavy
breezes this may require a great deal of boomvang tension as this will also help bend
the mast and flatten the sail. In light winds (below 8 mph) never use any boomvang
tension upwind.
Spinnaker Trim: Sail your North spinnaker with a 6-12" curl in the luff. Careful
concentration is needed. Use short, smooth "ins and outs" on the sheet to keep the
spinnaker trimmed correctly. Try to keep from jerking the sheet when the
spinnaker begins to collapse. Keep the clews even at all time through the
adjustments on your topping (pole) lift. In some conditions it is difficult to see the
leeward clew behind the mainsheet so you can use another guide of adjusting the
pole height so that the center vertical seam in the spinnaker is parallel to the mast.
The pole position to the wind should be set so that the pole is nearly perpendicular
to the wind.

This is a very early Mutineer brochure by Chrysler Marine, dated June 1973. Sail #17
would be one of the first Mutineers built. The skipper in the lower left photo is Dick
Gibbs, one of the designers, and his crew is Roy Bacon, sales manager of the Chrysler
Marine Sailboat Division, and a multi-hull Olympian for England. The lower left photo
also shows the Mutineer being sailed as she was intended: fast, relaxed, and on her lines.

Good luck, fair winds, and enjoy our fine boat.
Gib Charles
Fort Collins, CO
“Ardith June” sail #515 until April 2008,
then 2008 Nickels Boat Works #8002

2004 Hornblower Regatta, Denver Colorado

P.S. For your entertainment, I’ve included a few historical pictures of the Mutineer:

Roy Bacon sailing a very early Mutineer (#1?) about 1971
Note the wooden rudder head.

1975 Chrysler newsletter cover
Early Mutineer despite sail #8101. Note wooden rudder head. Mutineer #1 again?

Chrysler Mutineer ad, about 1978. Note sail #8101 again, and the different sail logo on
#3186.

1979 Mutineer, “Champion Edition”.
Note the jib tracks were moved to the inside of the seats, the wide teak centerboard cap,
and the beginning of the wire-luff jib.

1980 Mutineer North American Championship, North Shore Yacht Club on Lake
Michigan.
#2197 has the original sail logo.
#4667 is probably a TMI, with color matched sails and yet another sail logo.

1980 Chrysler or TMI Mutineer promotional photo.
Note the sealed storage compartment, Harken blocks and mainsheet cleat.

